STAS magnet sets
cards on a cable

A STAS magnet set consists of a steel cable with cobra and five
or ten magnets. Hook the steel cable into your STAS rail. Using
the magnets, you can then hang photos, cards and memos on the
cable. It’s ideal for Christmas cards, birthday cards, to-do notes or
temporary displays.
STAS offers a choice of three magnet sets: white, coloured or
2-in-1.
The white and coloured variants of the STAS magnet set cannot be combined with
STAS wooden rails, STAS j-rail (max), STAS evoluon and STAS plaster rail. The 2-in-1
variant can be combined with all STAS rails except for STAS j-rail max, and STAS
evoluon.
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The standard STAS magnet
set consists of a steel cable
with cobra and ten white
tripod magnets.

The STAS coloured
magnet set consists of
a steel cable and ten
cone-shaped magnets in
five different colours.

The STAS magnet set 2-in-1 can
be used in two different ways.
Hook the cable into your STAS rail
with the cobra or hang it with a
loop onto an edge panel hook or
any other hook. This set comes
with five cone-shaped magnets in
five different colours.

Produits

STAS magnet set
BM20360
steel cable 150 cm
with cobra, 10 white
neodymium magnets

STAS white magnets
MB10050
10 separate, white
neodymium magnets

STAS coloured magnet set
BM20370
steel cable, 150 cm
with cobra, 10 coloured
neodymium magnets

STAS coloured magnets
MB10040
10 separate, coloured
neodymium magnets

STAS magnet set 2-in-1
BM20380
steel cable, 150 cm
with cobra and loop, 5
coloured neodymium
magnets

Important note regarding warranty and liability
Products of STAS must be installed and used only in strict accordance with the latest version of the STAS picture
hanging systems installation guide, available for download at www.stasgroup.com. It is the responsibility of the
installer to select the correct fasteners for the particular installation. Improper installation, misuse, misapplication
or otherwise failing to completely follow seller’s instructions and warnings may cause product malfunction, property
damage or personal injury.
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